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About This Game

You're an Osmo, a strange creature indeed. You explore the galaxy in your spaceship, and the planets you encounter are almost
as bizarre as the Osmos themselves. There are seven worlds presented for your consideration, each more goofy and peculiar than

the last. Cosmic Osmo is a game about exploration and discovery, not winning or challenges.

Children and adults will both find something to enjoy in this early gem from the creators of Myst.
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This game has tought me valuable lessons on life.

When stuff is far down the line, it's REALLY far down the line.
Old stuff often bites you in the♥♥♥♥♥unexpectedly.
Something you thought was obsolete, will find a way into your life again.
A new age will come. When it does, focus on it.
Some♥♥♥♥♥♥is so ♥♥♥♥ing designed with the intent of ruining everything that you loved that it becomes an obstacle that
prevents you from enjoying an otherwise perfect game. Some consider it an unlucky 7.

Nothing new, I suppose.... If there's one game I will describe as underrated, it's this game. Compared to the original version and
older ports of this game, this one is a major improvement with having better quality of the scenes and new cameras that show
the scenes without having to watch them and help keep track of the augers to trap them in the right timing. Not to mention
bringing in the survivor mode to extend the gameplay to it, since the full Night Trap game looks like it was very short (Even
though it's supposed to be short since it's like a game that's acting like a movie if combined all the scenes together). Although, I
do have issues with the game of its acting being subpar with certain characters (Only acting I find decent is Dana's) and the
game not explaining how the Martin family became vampires, who are the people who Victor trapped in the intro scene, and
where did the girls and Danny ran off to after being rescued. Honestly, when it comes to games involving tracking down with
cameras, I really prefer this over the FNAF series. This game is really for hardcore movie buffs. I've watched probably close to
3000 movies in 3 decades but this particular YDKJ game is still quite hard. I wouldn't recommend it to a casual player, more for
the super hardcore quiz / movie buffs.

On a note to the game itself, I'm pretty disappointed. There is no option to play full screen, no choice of screen resolution or
similar. Looks crappy, it's a old game and to be expected. The commentator is funny for the most part but sometimes I'd rather
just play than to listen to him.

Hate the fact that you always have to watch the intro which takes like a minute until you can actually play. There should be an
option to skip the intro.

Verdict: Good value game for hardcore quiz (movie) buffs. Terrible integration on steam as in no achievements, no nothing, no
option for screen resolution etc. The "Millionaire" games may be better suited for the casual player.. Great atmosphere, easy to
play and perfect graphics. I play for hours because I like the dynamics and game management that amuses me a lot.
But unhappily my competitors come to bankruptcy very fast.
I hope the DLC!. I’m usually not that opposed to more experimental games, but I do see a lot of them hiding behind that label.
And I feel that Copoka might be doing the same thing. Mechanically, it’s about a bird flying around a city while collecting things
to build its nest. But as you’re doing that, you also end up hearing a few conversations about how this place is really a totalitarian
state with a rebellion brewing inside it. While I appreciate the idea of a small and insignificant creature, that has nothing to do
with these events, being able to listen into them, I can’t say that the game actually manages to achieve its goal of evoking
empathy for someone you don’t know and couldn’t care less about. Because I did in fact not really care about the narrative, since
it’s just too rudimentary and vague to effectively elicit an emotional response from me.

From a technical perspective, the flight mechanics are fun, they’d be suited well if explored some more in a game that was more
than a mere collectathon. But the game also struggles mightily to keep a decent framerate, staying between 30 and 45 fps at all
times and sometimes even dropping below 30. And that for a game that doesn’t boast visuals that would warrant putting such a
strain on my not insignificant hardware.

If this hadn’t been one of the freebies thrown into each Humble Monthly bundle, I probably wouldn’t have picked this one up, as
such I can’t really recommend it either.. I couldn't understand anything in this game. The tours were mainly staring into space
(literally). It was so pitch black, I couldn't even understand where I was going and and loading screens are the worst. Sometimes
in free flight whilst staring into space, the game turns off and goes back to the SteamVR start where it says its loading. It even
makes you look in the worst directions. I thought this would be every child's dream when in reality it was a huge let down.
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Really enjoying the game. I played Football Manager Live back all the time in the day, and I was encouraged to give this a try.
Half a season in and it's a lot of fun. Looking forward to seeing what direction the game will take with future updates!. This
thing....... I'm lost for words, it's just THAT good.

Haven't seen any major issues with it, so far just one issue with the horn on the DBbzf (the short tone) where it can't be heard in
the exterior view.

This one gets a 14\/17. game was good with people, game was good with bots, now you can't play with bots or people because
the servers are permanently down. Shame. As an adult, i really enjoy the pictures, imagining an ideal Indonesian family would
be like, no gadget, yet kinda bringing back memories.

Need more slide(s), can't wait.. It's not a very bad game,but damn it gives me headaches just watching it. If you can somehow
tolerate/ignore the strange visuals,I think you can enjoy this game.. Mexicans. Mexicans everywhere.

Trump would not approve this game.. A very good adaptation of the board game. It is light on the rules but it still requires
thought. There are a lot of funny moments in the campaign mission briefings, playing on WW2 movie characters and
stereotypes. The addition of 'hot seat' mode is also quite useful.. really good if you're in a pinch. I wouldn't say this game is a
bad game. It has good graphics and it's a pretty good puzzle game. But this game isn't something I would see myself playing
when I'm bored, nor do I see myself enjoying it for hours on end. This game is honestly not worth $3. I've found this game
online for you to play for free, so why purchase it on steam? If you want to play it then play it online. I think if steam were to
have this game they should make it free or about a dollar, not $3.

Well thats just my opinion. But I strongly suggest playing this game online and not wasting the money and buying it.. Perfect for
the Formula 1 fan or fan of racing games.
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